A post-Soviet eco-digital nation? Metonymic processes of nation-building and Estonia’s high-tech dreams in the 2010s¹
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On Oct 30, 2019, a Facebook friend posted on his wall: “The future is here.” Attached was the image of a poster, announcing the launch of food delivery robots on a university campus: “For your awareness, in the next few days you may see preliminary steps toward the launch of the innovative new on-demand delivery service as the new robotic fleet arrives on campus for technical preparation at the University of Houston.”²

The robots newly visible on the walkways of the University of Houston campus, and planned or implemented for 99 other US university campuses, were developed by Starship Technologies and made their debut in Estonia in 2014.³ I encountered a Starship robot most recently in July 2019, at the entrance to Tallinn Technical University, where it welcomed high schoolers who had arrived for a week-long product-design camp Hüppelaud ("Springboard"). The participants were greeted by the Estonian president Kersti Kaljulaid, who shared her podium with the Starship robot and encouraged students to think about ethical obligations related to a world newly shared with artificial intelligence.

While Starship robots were fanning out across US university campuses, the Estonian company Cleveron was setting up its Cleveron 401 Pickup Towers in 1600 Walmart stores.⁴ Guardtime, a software company initially developed to defend Estonian digital security, now serves clients including the U.S. military, NATO, and the European Space Agency.⁵ The most celebrated Estonian-born high-tech success story of the 2010s is the international money transfer company Transferwise, launched in 2010 and valued in 2019 at 3.5 billion dollars.⁶

significantly more efficient than EU average.\textsuperscript{8} In the first half of 2019, Estonia, with a population of 1.3 million, had about 650 start-ups.\textsuperscript{9} In the second quarter of 2019, average monthly gross wages and salaries were 1,419 euros, while in the information technology sector, salaries were about 2.5 times higher than the national average.\textsuperscript{10} According to the European Commission Country Report Estonia, 2019, “The country is a frontrunner as regards the digital provision of public services and has the highest proportion (96\%) of e-Government users in Europe.”\textsuperscript{11} According to the Centre for European Policy Studies report of Nov 2019, Estonia is no 1 in the EU in readiness for digital learning.\textsuperscript{12}

Estonia’s \textit{actual} social and political wellbeing in the post-Soviet era lies somewhat to the side of the main interest of this article, however. The focus here lies instead with the \textit{imaginary} aspect of these things: how did Estonians, in the second decade of the 21st century, imagine themselves as a nation, and what was omitted from this imaginary account? Certainly, there are many ways to imagine a nation, and claims to national coherence can only be made at the expense of leaving some population groups out of consideration. What interests me here, however, is a \textit{canon of national imaginaries}: those ideas about the nation that can be presented within media discourse and in face to face conversations without further explanation, because they have become “common knowledge” or “cultural common ground.” They are shared to such an extent that they are presumed to require no further commentary – one can identify oneself within, but also criticize or ironize or lament such canonical imaginaries. National imaginaries are related, but not equivalent, to party politics; they intermingle and are connected to concepts like civic or ethnic nationalism, but they function at a different ontological level, stretching across semantic boundaries and supporting interpretations in different registers.

The core of canonized understanding about Estonian identity in the 2010s, I will argue, can be articulated as \textit{eco-digital} nationhood.\textsuperscript{13} ‘Eco-digital’ is a rather self-explanatory term involving a combination of ecological and digital values.\textsuperscript{14} The ‘eco’ part of this term contains an imaginary link to ancient times: Estonians have, according to this widespread narrative, retained what we might call an \textit{eco-intimacy} – an intimate connection to natural environments.\textsuperscript{15} According to this story, Estonians, as \textit{maarahvas} (earth/country-people) or \textit{metsarahvas} (forest-people), have developed in harmony with forces of nature, and when, typically, the modernization and technologization processes broke this ancient bond in other developed nations, Estonians managed to keep their own natural bond intact.

While the eco-narrative can be traced back to at least Herder and German romanticism, a digital identity has become linked to the core myth of eco-intimate \textit{maarahvas} over the last two decades; according to the eco-digital narrative, Estonians love and cherish nature, yet are proud to live in a society on the forefront of the digital frontier. As the bestselling author Valdur Mikita has phrased it, “the true Estonian
has Skype in one hand and a small mushroom knife in the other.” An eco-digital identity is both formative internally and presented externally as the official image of the nation: tellingly, the Estonian.ee webpage opens with an image of young people with laptops at the seashore.

Image 1. The Estonian.ee webpage: Estonia is a place for independent minds with laptops on the seashore.

A certain semiotic tension is inscribed into the notion of the eco-digital, stemming from the centuries-long view of nature and technology as opposed to each other. It would seem “natural” to imagine the forester and the programmer occupying different ends of the spectrum of modes of being, one spending days outside, among tangible natural surroundings, the other developing intangible electronic loops, chains, and linkages in cyberspace. Yet such schematic oppositions have lost much of their force in twenty-first-century Estonia.

From another perspective, the oxymoronic accretions of the eco-digital can be acknowledged exactly as both an impossibility and an actual cultural phenomenon, the seeming incompatibility of the term with itself operates as part of its allure. As with all identificatory narrative clusters, the combination of the ‘eco’ and the ‘digital’ is unstable and malleable: its manifestations can provide varying relations of its key terms. Both narratives are tied to the devotions of the national education system: the Estonian school curriculum draws significantly on environmental topics, and digital literacy is likewise valued and emphasized in schools. They are malleable also in the sense that the eco-digital narrative can be exploited by different political powers: the digital success story fits comfortably within the neoliberal political worldview and the eco-narrative commands the support of not only the Estonian Greens, but also the populist right-wing parties such as the Conservative People’s Party of Estonia, EKRE. However, the question of party politics will remain outside of the main focus of this investigation.
In this article I study structures of identification and follow some well-known cases of identity construction in Estonia of the 2010s, in order to articulate and critically analyze versions of the eco-digital narrative. I will also raise the question of what might be left out in such an account – sociocultural realities rendered effectively invisible or silent in the context of eco-digital imaginaries.

Considering only cultural dominants and not the full, broad spectrum of cultural sentiment, Estonia’s cultural changes after the collapse of the Soviet Union until the end of the 2010s can be conceptualized as moving from decolonial restorative nationhood toward eco-digital nationhood. In the 1980s, the popular mood among Estonian-speakers included anxiety over the national future under what was commonly understood as “Russian rule,” with its heavy Russophone immigration and the deepening penetration of Russian language use into everyday life. In reaction, by the late 1980s and early 1990s, the prevailing political sentiment among this population might be broadly described as decolonial. In politics, the decolonial discourse of the restoration of the pre-Soviet Estonian republic prevailed and motivated the exclusion of Soviet-era settlers from automatic citizenship in the new republic; in the broader sphere of cultural imaginaries, decoloniality in the 1990s came to include a wide array of different sentiments with a strong emphasis on “catching up with the West.” By the 2010s, the decolonial impulse had run its course, prevailing public moods and imaginaries had shifted significantly, and decolonial ideas were largely displaced by an eco-digital discourse that focused on successes, while overlooking its persisting Soviet material, cultural and demographic heritage (with the predictable result in evidence by the end of the decade: marginalized elements of society became susceptible to populist political appeals).

In order to unravel the logic of national identity-making in more detail, we need to start from the question of the gaze – who is looking, who is seeing, and how is the gaze formed? What are the grounding structures of identity creation in the 2010s Estonia? Here, I am moving in a direction opposite from that of Michael Herzfeld’s concept of national intimacy: while Herzfeld suggests that a good part of national existence remains hidden from a foreigner’s eye, I am interested how a foreign gaze conditions national self-perception: how national discourses present the nation as being seen by outsiders, and how this sense of being seen becomes part of not just how a given culture will exhibit itself before the eyes of foreigners, but also part of that culture’s innermost layers of self-understanding – and how such structures take us back to the impulses and narratives of Enlightenment.
1. Constructing Otherness: Orientalizing discourses and the returned gaze

One often hears claims that former Socialist bloc countries are sometimes objects of Western ‘othering’. According to the Polish scholar Dorota Kołodziejczyk, the encounter between Eastern and Western Europe “brings for the Westerner a feeling of anxiety and discomfort” and “obscure dreams of Orientalist type”, and “for the Easterner a sense of being misunderstood, underappreciated, unacknowledged.” Larry Wolff has traced the Orientalist association in regards to Eastern Europe back to the Enlightenment era, when “the east of Europe” — in French l’orient de l’Europe — could easily be read as “the Orient of Europe”. “As late as the eve of World War I, French scholarship still alternated between two seemingly similar terms, l’Europe orientale (Eastern Europe) and l’Orient européen (the European Orient),” observes Wolff. Wolff, Kołodziejczyk and many other scholars find inspiration from Edward Said’s work, and make use of Said’s concept of Orientalism to describe Western European attitudes toward the eastern parts of Europe. In Milica Bakić-Hayden’s words: “eastern Europe has been commonly associated with ‘backwardness,’ the Balkans with ‘violence,’ India with ‘idealism’ or ‘mysticism,’ while the west has identified itself consistently with the "civilized world." Benedikts Kalnačs has in the Baltic context referred to its positioning as “Europe’s internal others,” Johannes Saar has regarded the Balts as “Orientalized with a peculiar ‘boreal’ twist.”

Orientalizing models have indeed varied over time and in relation to different regions. Merje Kuus suggests that debates around the EU and NATO enlargement of the late 1990s and early 2000s were, again, “underpinned by a broadly orientalist discourse that assumes essential difference between Europe and Eastern Europe.” Kuus points to the fluidity and flexibility of the concept of Eastern Europe: the expansion of NATO and the EU supported new divisions and distinctions, thus creating a sociopolitical landscape with “varying degrees of Europeanness and Eastness.” In a similar mode, Bakic-Hayden investigates what she calls “nested orientalism”, that is, reproduction of Orientalizing attitudes at the local level:

Yugoslavs who reside in areas that were formerly the Habsburg monarchy distinguish themselves from those in areas formerly ruled by the Ottoman Empire, hence "improper." Within the latter area, eastern Orthodox peoples perceive themselves as more European than those who assumed identities of European Muslims and who further distinguish themselves from the ultimate orientals, non-Europeans.

While many important works describing such processes were published in the 1990s and early 2000s, recent scholarship has confirmed the continuing operation of orientalizing discourses and the
accompanying sense of inferiority among those nations who do not feel themselves securely included as part of (western) Europe. In Madina Tlostanova’s phrasing, “the progressivist paradigm has had an in-built feature of always keeping a sufficient lag between the modernizing catching-up ex-Socialists and the first-rate Western/Northern subjects.” Confirmatory case-studies abound; Tamás Kiss, for example, investigates the efforts of Romanian elites to escape Balkanism, constructed by western observers, which “has profoundly shaped the self-perceptions of those involved, leading to a pronounced, persistent sense of inferiority among those living in this region.” Dorota Kołodziejczyk, similarly, discusses the impact of Orientalism, referring to “a self-Orientalizing vision of the returned gaze,” as “Eastern Europeans see themselves being seen by Western Europeans.”

The imaginary Western gaze is certainly an important factor in the self-perception of the former Soviet bloc – or at least of its European parts. Here, we enter a much-explored research area: in psychoanalytic theory, the location of something like one’s own authentic wishes and strivings tends to be considered illusory, for the reason that desire always re-echoes the desires of others. It follows that the sense of the self as a subject – or as a collective subject – is created through others, through looking and imitating, reproducing on the basis of what is seen, sensed, and encountered. In (post)colonial studies, the returned gaze is related to the question of cultural self-subordination: one of the most damaging aspects of colonialism can be the development of feelings of cultural secondariness and unworthiness. The colonizer’s vision of the subordinated culture gets internalized as the self-image adopted by the colonized themselves, so that the latter strives to become as similar as possible to the former, in order to elevate both social standards and self-esteem.

We can describe such processes, such exchanges of evaluative gazes in the larger context of an ever-continuing project of Enlightenment, a process that has periodically come in for harsh criticism, yet even more often has been pursued in sincere earnestness. In European history, striving toward some definition of progress has historically merged with colonial conquests, so that it has become impossible to separate the imperial desire for new territories from the missionary zeal to spread values and beliefs that are regarded as progressive by the colonizing entity. One such variation on ‘Enlightenment coloniality’ was at work in the twentieth-century Soviet Union: in the Baltic case, Soviet annexation was accompanied by discourse describing the great Russian nation stretching out its helping hand to those in need. According to this hegemonic discourse, the Baltic states had to catch up and learn from the Russians, in order to follow a more enlightened (in this case, communist) path of social development. In the Soviet era, Soviet Enlightenment discourse promised new and better life to those struggling under the exploitation of the bourgeoisie; in the post-Soviet years, Western experts rushed in to enlighten the
post-Soviet zone (about, as Marx would perhaps say, how to re-establish the dictatorship of capital – but also about how to build a civic society). The aims and strategies of enlightenment will vary and change; these are sometimes supported by colonial matrices of power, other times orientalizing techniques are at work without the establishment of colonial rule. When the ‘natives’ are not consulted about the terms of their enlightenment, and ‘progress’ is backed by military force, this falls under the category of ‘colonialism’. Othering from a higher position on the imaginary ladder of civilizations, but without significant violence and oppressive military control, can be interpreted as ‘orientalization’ – something we see often enough in relation to the former Eastern bloc countries.35

Judgments of the ‘Western gaze’ were certainly also experienced acutely in Estonia of the 2010s: the local media often relayed Estonia’s media coverage from elsewhere, and various EU, World Bank, OECD and other reports were eagerly read and commented upon. Yet, in Estonia’s case, the returned gaze did not, in mainstream discursive fields of the 2010s, promote discourses of self-orientalization and secondariness. Rather, as the local media reported the positive coverage of Estonia’s achievements in various Western sources, the imaginary Western gaze reinforced Estonian self-identity in positive ways. While praise was taken as a support for local self-esteem, critique was easily attributed to ignorance: unhappy findings were supplemented by local expert opinion pointing to mistakes typical of long distance judgments.36 The function of Western approval is, in this context, both ideological and pragmatic: the judgment impacts communal self-esteem, but it also operates as a condition for prospective economic investment.

The non-orientalizing, positive role of the Western gaze in Estonia’s self-identification can be attributed to several factors already mentioned: Estonia’s success in establishing a corruption-free and effective state apparatus, their relatively strong economic results as compared to other post-Soviet states, and, most of all, the highly successful “digital turn” which has received plenty of positive international attention. Other factors contributed less directly: the small size of the Estonian population and the fact that the Estonian economic migration was directed northward (to Finland), not so much westward, so that Estonians played little role in British and Germans imaginaries of Eastern European migrant workers. Thus it came about that the principle appearance of Estonia in the Western press during the 2010s had to do with Estonia’s digital achievements. The titles of these articles suggest their general tenor: Welcome to E-stonia, the world’s most digitally advanced society; Lessons from the most digitally advanced country in the world; Wo Estland Deutschland abhängt; L’Estonie – royaume du toute tout-numérique.37
Let’s look at one well-known example of ‘Western’ press coverage of Estonia here: a 7600-word article by Nathan Heller, entitled “Estonia, the Digital Republic,” published in The New Yorker, in December, 2017. In this essay – which was also summarized in Estonian media – the journalist has brought different aspects of digital Estonia narrative together, with a great deal of colour and detail. This article serves us well to introduce the general structure of the digital Estonia narrative.

2. The narrative of eco-DIGITAL Estonia

The New Yorker article opens in terms of breathless hyperbole: “Its government is virtual, borderless, blockchained, and secure. Has this tiny post-Soviet nation found the way of the future?” The readers are then regaled with a detailed account of ‘e-Estonia’ which is described as the most ambitious project in technological statecraft today, for it includes all members of the government, and alters citizens’ daily lives. The normal services that government is involved with—legislation, voting, education, justice, health care, banking, taxes, policing, and so on—have been digitally linked across one platform, wiring up the nation.

The journalist interviews both the engineers of the platform and some of its users and has medical doctors explain at length the functioning of the platform in the health care system. Heller also visits the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence, a think tank and training facility (established after Russia’s 2007 cyberattack on Estonia), the goal of which, we are told, is “to guide other NATO nations toward vigilance.” Toomas Ilves, Estonia’s former President (presently a fellow at Stanford) is quoted as being shocked at the retrograde U.S. bureaucracy: “It’s like the nineteen-fifties – I had to provide an electrical bill to prove I live here!” he exclaimed.

And this is what we hear about the E.U. Digital Summit, held in Tallinn in 2017. Kersti Kaljulaid, the President of Estonia, presents herself as the “President to a digital society” and earns hearty approval from the other leaders of the European states; during her speech, Emmanuel Macron is reported as “nodding vigorously,” and Merkel declares afterwards, “You’re so much further than we are.”

The article ends with the journalist’s declaration that what the U.S. has done wrong, Estonia has done right: “the U.S. had taken one path – personalization, anonymity, information privatization, and competitive efficiency – while Estonia had taken the other” – that of building a digital society.
According to this narrative, Estonia’s story is of a great success, driven by cool ideas, youthful energy, and people’s passionate desire for improving their society. It is mentioned that Estonians created Skype and that Estonia supports a flourishing start-up culture. Estonia is also presented as a space for “communalism and the spirit of creative unrule.” Instead of submitting passively to the orientalizing gaze, Estonians themselves, we understand, feel an obligation to enlighten the rest of Europe and the NATO countries.

Heller’s article is thus rather typical in its tone and its equation of digitally advanced society with a successful and highly developed version of statehood. In this interpretive model, there is no place for self-orientalization and the feeling of otherness. The Enlightenment narrative has been reversed: Estonia’s goal is “to guide other NATO nations towards vigilance,” to lead the way in turning the rest of the EU toward more advanced practices of a digital commonwealth. Such writings by foreign reporters, as they are reported back in Estonian newspapers and social media, through their emphasis on digital achievements, e-government, and a flourishing start-up culture, accumulate to form the sense of a developed, digitally enlightened nation, acknowledged as such by other states and nations. International approval – being regarded as a digital nation in the eyes of others – fosters a national self-image of living in a ‘digiriik’, a digital state (literally, digi-state) – as it is commonly referred to in Estonian.

In addition to endless discussions of digiriik in media and internet sources, oral interviews performed by Kerstin Mahlapuu testify to the widespread adoption of the digiriik-identity. Mahlapuu writes:

The interview data also revealed the image of an E-stonia as the most effective factor for introducing Estonia to the world. [...] The IT aspect along with other but related nation-branding elements were referred to by respondents of various backgrounds, ages and genders demonstrating how deeply this dimension has been internalised in Estonia.”

In the words of one enthusiastic interviewee: “For example I think that the E-stonia is really cool (kihvt). Kind of brings forward our essence!”

Digiriik offers a civic identity, unrelated to questions of ethnic belonging, and as such provides a solid platform for developing an open and ethnically inclusive civic society. Yet digiriik is just one component of Estonian identity narratives – the other major identificatory cluster being formed on the basis of belonging together with land, soil, forests, sea – that is, with local environments. Even though the digiriik-narrative is the exclusive topic of many articles and discussions, it can also be presented side by side with eco-narratives. For the attentive eye, even the New Yorker article on Estonia’s digital success
unfolds as an eco-digital narrative. The text makes multiple references to natural surroundings, revealing the digital success story as unfolding in real physical spaces, surrounded by natural landscapes. The opening sentence positions the setting as by the sea: “Up the Estonian coast, a five-lane highway bends with the path of the sea;” a few lines later, trees are added as tracing the highway. Wind brings in “a thick fog from the water,” seagulls screech, “silver-birch leaves shimmer like chimes.” Half of Estonia is covered with forests, we hear, and the poet Jaan Kaplinski’s lines about “luminous landscape” are cited with a sense of approval. The narrative includes not only serious truth-claims, but also autochthonic imagery which connects startup culture with the local soil: “Previously, Estonia’s best-known industry was logging, but Skype was built there using mostly local engineers, and countless other startups have sprung from its soil.” The combination of the ecological and the digital emerges in the article most clearly in the section about the start-up ÖÖD – the products and self-presentation of this company will serve us to move the focus of this essay from eco-digital to eco-digital, and to reveal the unstable foundations of eco-digital dreams.

3. The glass cube in the middle of pristine nature – the ECO-digital narrative

According to the New Yorker article, the company ÖÖD “makes one-room, two-hundred-square-foot huts that you can order prefab.” According to its own claims, this company will “drop into the countryside,” wherever one wants it, a room-size mini-dwelling with all the modern comforts: the 18 m² cubicle is fully furnished, it includes a shower and a toilet, a climate control, a refrigerator and a stove. The ÖÖD people present this as a pod of enhanced human comfort in the heart of nature itself; in the words of Kaspar Kägu, the head of ÖÖD sales:

“Sometimes you want something small, but you don’t want to be in a tent [...]. You want a shower in the morning and your coffee and a beautiful landscape. Fifty-two per cent of Estonia is covered by forestland, and we’re rather introverted people, so we want to be—uh, not near everybody else.”
What is special about the ÖÖD abodes is the reflective glass walls, which makes the mini-dwelling reflect the surrounding landscape. The house as an erasure, an invisible house which does not disrupt the landscape, yet which nevertheless provides climate control, shower, and warm coffee – this could well serve as a concentrated symbol of the eco-digital dream. For brothers Jaak and Andreas Tiik, the owners of ÖÖD, their dwelling exemplifies “the idea of a future, where modern small living spaces connect people with nature and their surroundings again.”\textsuperscript{50} The company’s skilfully designed webpage provides a glimpse into the ÖÖD-imaginary of a harmonious living: the webpage opens with a camera gliding towards the reflective house, hardly visible in the middle of beautiful marshlands, and then moves on to follow a young woman surfing gracefully on the water, reaching the shore, and then stepping with her surfboard towards the house, past a small igloo-sauna (also a successful Estonian design project), to later join a group of friends around the fire, by the water, one of them playing a guitar.\textsuperscript{51} Such images surely make the ÖÖD house alluring for many, but, for the majority of Estonians, this miniature glass abode is priced well out of reach. The ÖÖD message is not just about the promise of unity with nature, but about the promise of such unity for the most successful members of eco-digital society.

There is another paradox embedded in the ÖÖD-glass house: it is as if you are in the middle of nature, but actually you are separated from it by a glass wall. Sure, you can leave the house and go outside, but the whole point of glass walls is to create possibilities for fully enjoying nature from within an enclosed space of comfort. This is one of the core paradoxes of the eco-digital era – technological advancements facilitate processes that turn natural environments into spectacle, something that might be comfortably enjoyed from a climate-controlled, pest-free room. Nature photography and nature-documentaries offer another case in point; the fully digital version of eco-intimacy is safely guaranteed in the pleasure of enjoying nature on the screen. Indeed, new technologies can produce environmental experiences of an extraordinary kind: in 2018, unexpectedly large audiences – 41,000 people in tiny
Estonia – visited movie theatres to see a new documentary about Estonian wildlife, *Tuulte tahutud maa* (A Wind-Sculpted Land), a film whose list of characters includes moose, mink, otter, wild pigs, swans, frogs, birds, spiders, fish – and not a single human being.52 The camera lens created a special, digital “eco-intimacy”: one could, for example, admire a closeup of a moose’s ear, eye, or nose, filling the entire screen. The most advanced technology provided viewers with close encounters with nonhuman, non-domestica ted living beings, such as would be impossible to realize in the flesh. As the critic Peeter Laurits remarked, “filming nature has nowadays become a highly technical field... Honestly, I don’t know how this team has managed, while encumbered with such colossal technical equipment, to dive into such an intimate sense of nature and make this graspable for the viewers.”53

Another version of eco-digital innovation includes technologically supported mini gardening within one’s homely comfort zone – take, for example, the company Click & Grow, which started on Hiiumaa island and now sells its presumably self-sustaining smart indoor gardens mostly in the USA and Asia. A 2014 newspaper article declares that these gardens operate on technology that could feed whole cities in the future – the article about their move to Dubai carried the title “Estonian company will create oases in the desert.”54

Staying inside a glass house situated in pristine nature, watching nature documentaries on a big screen, growing plants in indoor gardens – all such combinations of technology and nature produce rather ambiguous results. Is such eco-ambiguity, which expresses a longing to encounter non-human life-worlds without leaving one’s own comfort zone, a dominant mode of eco-digital identities? Not necessarily – the eco and the digital can also function as two alternating registers or modes of selfhood, to be switched according to one’s moods, desires, or possibilities. As we have earlier already investigated the digital side of this story, it is fair to linger briefly on the ecological side of Estonian identity narratives.

4. The eco-side

“For of the forest you are, and to the forest you shall return,” writes the science journalist Tiit Kändler, paraphrasing the biblical saying with a twist, but also gesturing to the mythical dimensions of forest-related discussions in the Estonian public space.55 In public and social media, one of the most dominant manifestations of the eco-narrative has been the environmentalist critique of Estonia’s state forestry policy and of forest-cutting in general. Asko Lõhmus’s review articles refer to about 120 popular articles written on these topics from late 2016 to August 2019.56

Reactions have also reached the sphere of popular entertainment: the well-received Estonian family film *Eia jõulud Tondikakul* (*Eia’s Christmas on Tondikaku farm*, 2018, directed by Anu Aun), for
example, takes a 10-year-old girl to an Estonian farm, where she becomes involved in saving the primeval forest. Indeed, the topic of deforestation has become one of the central issues in national imaginaries, joined by other environmental topics, such as the ecological implications of the construction of Rail Baltica, a high-speed railway that will connect the Baltics with Central Europe. To sum up, in Linda Kaljundi’s words (from 2018): “If one had to name one keyword that in recent years has most excited public opinion, it might very well be ‘environment.’”

While many Estonians have voiced their opinions on environmental matters, the eco-narrative has in the 2010s been most fully articulated by Valdur Mikita. Mikita’s essayistic-poetic books have topped the bestseller lists for several years; the weekly Eesti Ekspress designated him a cult writer in 2014, a position that he still held in 2019. Mikita, with a BA in biology and PhD in semiotics, has received praise as both a postmodern thinker and a true voice of Estonianness. In his account of Estonian or Finno-Ugrian or Baltic Finnic or Nordic particularism, “old Europe” has evidently lost its ancient bond between nature and people, whereas Estonians have sustained their culture of eco-intimacy. As a different essayist elaborated upon this widely shared line of thinking, Estonians have “to some extent retained the indigenous mentality of the Finno-Ugrian,” but, as for “the connection with soil, water and forest – you cannot see this much in ‘old’ Europe anymore.” Mikita goes further, suggesting that a particular unity of nature, language and culture is found in Estonia: “Estonian particularity consists in its proximity of culture and nature, in its unity of language and nature.”

Valdur Mikita foregrounds local or Baltic Finnic traditions as unique and as related to the still existing deep forestation of these areas – Mikita’s model regards environmental intimacy as geographically determined, open for inhabitants of the temperate zone. His narrative of Estonian-Baltic-Finnic particularism, is, of course, easy to deconstruct. The ethnic particularism, however, is not the core of eco-intimacy as imaginary. The imaginary functions also as a transnational one, domesticated from Rousseau’s equation of nature and virtue, from German romanticism, and from the prevailing mood of the late 2010s and their global environmental causes. Despite its geographical determinism and essentializing attitudes, this narrative has proven resistant to critique, since it dovetails so neatly into present-day environmental critiques of Western culture – see, for example, Timothy Morton’s widely popular diagnoses of the damaging impact of “agrilogistics.”

Mikita’s popularity stems from his masterful attunement, amplification, and development of already-existing public moods and currents of thought in the 2010s. His eco-narrative is partially also an eco-digital narrative; Mikita argues for a necessary balance between Europeanness and local Baltic-Finnic traditions. For example, he emphasizes the ability of Estonians to switch from the ‘eco’-register to the
digital world: in his imagery, an Estonian man digs his garden on Mondays and mines his bitcoins on Tuesdays and knows both how to code and how to shoe a horse. The eco-narrative of course includes its own ambiguities and internal tensions: in Estonia, a strongly developed environmental consciousness has not unfailingly produced environmentally friendly practices. Also, history is replete with autochthonic national narratives lending support to reactionary, ethnocentrist (sometimes racist) attitudes, and one can see that a supposed essential bond of a people to its place might be especially seductive or meaningful for those who feel they have not found a place for themselves in the digital success story of their nation.


5. Blind spots in the eco-digital vision

Let us return to the Ööd reflective glass house. This abode seems to me a good metaphor for the eco-digital narrative of Estonia: an aesthetically pleasing hypermodern construction, as if gently lowered down to earth, into the middle of a beautiful pristine landscape. Yet this glass abode offers suspicious minds an easy track for deconstructive thinking: really, can one just drop a glass cube into the middle of the forest and start taking a shower there? One can follow this narrative through a short video in the Ööd website: a truck arrives, carrying the glass cube, and the crane sets it on the desired spot. Yet where exactly does water for the shower come from and where does it go? Solar panels are not
included – so where does the electricity come from? The Ööd website gives some explanations: the mounting of the tiny home can indeed happen rather quickly... given that the buyer has already set up a base and arranged for the necessary utility infrastructure.

Now things get back ‘down to earth’: modern comforts rest upon a foundation, a whole network that would connect the house with previous and parallel layers of humanity through electrical wiring, water and waste conduits, and recycling networks. The eco-digital narrative presents Estonia in a similar ‘lowered gently to earth’ manner, overwriting both recent sociohistorical layers and currently discordant aspects of Estonian society.

European Commission Country Reports, for example, judge Estonia in the late 2010s as suffering many symptoms of concern: income inequality is relatively high, poverty risks for old people and the unemployed is high – and increasing, since the social safety net is in some important respects inadequate. “Relatively low spending on social protection and the limited capacity of the tax and benefit system to redistribute wealth may explain the high income inequality,” in one report’s summary. The gender pay-gap is reported as high and productivity growth as weak. Unmet need for medical care is apparently the highest in the EU, due to long wait times. Nor was Estonia on track to create a recycling economy, either. Local inhabitants could have listed many additional social problems in need of remedy, some inherited from the Soviet era, some related to post-Soviet neoliberal policies, some to transnational trends: the persisting polarization of society into Estonian- and Russian-speakers, the accumulation of capital and population in Tallinn, the emptying of the borderlands, poor financing of education and the research sector, shortages of doctors, teachers, high-skilled workers; unsustainable energy production from oil shale (which has slowed down only in 2019, due to raising costs of CO2 quota); ugly racial prejudices.

The discrepancy between its eco-digital imaginary and its many persisting problems on the ground points to selective (self-)representative strategies in Estonia’s narratives of national success. Nation-building emerges as a metonymic process, wherein certain parts of culture are foregrounded to represent the whole. Estonia’s dominant, eco-digital national model of the 2010s is produced by an aesthetic screening, supported by a Western gaze adapted for local purposes of positive identity-creation. In this screening process, dissonant aspects of the past – for example, complications of the Soviet heritage, material, demographic, social, psychological – are simply omitted, leaving the eco-digital nation hanging in the present moment like a glass cubicle lowered gently to earth.

The gaze issuing from the Western other, the gaze directed back at the Western other, construction of the Other as a scrutinizing mirror – all this is part of this metonymical selection; the
Western gaze that sees, judges, and admires becomes part of the national self-image; and this self-image becomes reflected back through the Western gaze, entering into a circular process of mirroring the reciprocal, selective gazes.

6. The aesthetics and metaphysics of the Soviet vestigial

But is the Soviet past simply left out? The material presence of the Soviet past is too real and too abundantly there to be simply overlooked, and eco-digital value-systems are forced periodically to face up to the existence of Soviet-era artefacts and relate to them in one way or another. What happens when the ecodigital gaze looks around in actual physical spaces dating back to the Soviet era? Certainly, such a gaze is free of nostalgia. It is also free of moral judgement and the sense of obligation or responsibility, and it tends to be unburdened of the Soviet past as an emotionally charged lived experience. For the ecodigital gaze, the Soviet vestigial unfolds in the pragmatic or aesthetic register, as (1) potentially transformable, for example, something assimilable into Soviet chic or else simply re-functionalized; (2) an impurity and disturbance that calls for erasure from the national landscapes as soon as possible, or, (3) reconceptualized in an aesthetic register. The contrast with the 1990s is striking: in the 1990s, Soviet military bases (to pick one example) carried a strong negative affective weight as signifiers of colonial oppression, yet by the 2010s the emotional charge had dissipated and these sites found new life as cultural heritage. Some of these sites became protected under the Heritage Conservation Act, and efforts were made to document, restore and conserve amateur art from the military bases. 73
Yet many Soviet vestigial landscapes (with their accompanying modes of living) are simply erased from national topography, too forgotten even to be demolished. Here, Svetlana Boym’s concept of the off-modern is well in place: these are places that are, so to speak, forgotten out of existence, off the main paths, the left-overs of modernity, the “side alleys” of modern society.\textsuperscript{74}

Especially fascinating is the third category or mode of dealing with Soviet-era artefacts: reconceptualizing, or perhaps more simply re-sensing the Soviet vestigial in an aesthetic register, performed by a gaze devoid of material interest. The vestigial is, through this gaze, separated from the field of praxis into that of aesthetics: use-value loses its significance, time slows down, the gaze wanders, and what was formerly an object with a specific functionality turns into simply a sensescape. If there exist political spaces in Jacques Rancière’s sense, in which a certain organization of things and relations has lost its force, leaving a space for new potentialities and a new organization of relations – then we might look for it in these slowly decaying sites and constructions, scattered here and there across the post-Soviet landscapes. Yet these spaces, inhabited by layers of memory, but in partial, incomplete, odd-fitting ways, nurture pure potentiality in its total uselessness – at least for a country that imagines itself as the digital paradise.

“Ruins give us a shock of vanishing materiality,” writes Svetlana Boym.\textsuperscript{75} There is a specific appeal in the sensation of lost wholeness. The thrownness, the decay, the open “renunciation of the idea
of harmonious totality,” to borrow Benjamin’s phrase, causes the wanderer to sense these sites also in a metaphysical register, not perhaps as a shock, but as a deep, lingering, melancholic sensation – the sensation of the crumbling potential of death and decay hidden in the very everydayness of human efforts, however these be framed, whether as eco-digital, or socialist, or in any other ways.

Conclusion: changing imaginaries?

When I first articulated the concept of eco-digital nationhood for a conference in early 2018, I ended in a mode of caution, outlining both positive and negative aspects of eco-digital imaginaries. The eco-digital national narrative has certainly strengthened the sense of national agency in Estonia. Yet this narrative has been able to express only part of the social plurality of life in Estonia. These narrative modes operate by way of a metonymic principle, where only certain aspects of the larger sphere of social plurality are represented. The danger, as I said then, was that an embrace of life in a digital euphoria might leave actual social problems unaddressed.

In the 2019 Estonian parliamentary elections, the anti-immigration and eurosceptical Conservative People’s Party of Estonia (EKRE) gained 17.8% of the vote and won five (of fifteen) cabinet positions. In 2019, the election of EKRE to positions of national power produced an abundance of fraught commentary on the dark future of the nation, with special reference to the Western gaze. One heard expressions of distress that Estonia might lose the high esteem it enjoys in the Western world as a consequence of one or another EKRE scandal. At first glance this might suggest that the 2019 parliamentary elections marked the beginning of a new era in Estonia’s national imagination: even though EKRE’s platform conforms to the eco-side of the eco-digital national narrative, EKRE leaders have voiced skepticism about the human causes of the climate change. More than anything else, however, the upset caused by the rise of EKRE pertains to the imaginary gaze of the West and the possible loss of Western approval which forms, as this article has demonstrated, a foundation for Estonia’s positive national self-esteem.

Certainly, the inclusion of EKRE in the government shook Estonia’s self-confidence in its imaginary mission as a herald to Europe and the rest of world. Yet, as events transpired, the rise of EKRE in 2019 unfolded in the register of comedy, not tragedy. There has indeed been a shift in Estonia’s public mood, but in 2019, the eco-digital imaginary remained very much in place. During its first months of rule, the EKRE wing of the present coalition government exposed a comic degree of incompetence and
confusion, but its efforts towards more restrictive policies stumbled against multi-leveled opposition and the pressure of popular opinion subdued its climate skepticism.\(^7\)\(^8\)

Thus, after initial post-election turmoil, the eco-digital narrative regained much of its ground. When the Estonian media asked well-connected Estonian politicians and businessmen, in 2019, whether they see a change of attitudes among Westerners, their answer has been “no”.\(^7\)\(^9\) As political commentators Tõnis Saarts and Tarmo Jüristo observed on a popular TV show of Dec 18, 2019, the rise of EKRE in some ways confirms Estonia’s Europeanness, since the participation of right wing parties in governing coalitions has become a new norm in Europe.\(^8\)\(^0\) Indeed, foreign coverage of EKRE actions in 2019 tended to emphasize Estonia’s fight against the far right members of its cabinet, while negative stories placed emphasis not on Estonia’s failures, but on the more general sociopolitical situation in Europe or in the Baltics.\(^8\)\(^1\)

The more substantial change in Estonian national imaginaries in 2019, I would suggest, arrived not by way of EKRE, but by way of Greta Thunberg. The rise of environmental thought and growing environmental awareness revealed to Estonians the insufficiency or backwardness of many common practices and policies in relation to climate change. The year 2019 witnessed more committed, more energetic, and more expansive discussions about environmental urgencies. According to a poll of October, 2019, seventy per cent of Estonians supported the government-approved aim to achieve climate neutrality by 2050.\(^8\)\(^2\) In September 2019, thirty-three Estonian technology companies signed a Tech Green Pledge (Roheline lubadus) – an agreement to make their companies completely climate neutral by 2030.\(^8\)\(^3\)

The year 2019 inaugurated a redefinition and re-conceptualization of what it might mean to be an eco-digital nation, and it rallied its eco-narratives toward the practical necessities of sustainable action. Over the next decade, an eco-digital Estonia might after all consolidate the transformation of its national imaginary to an ecologically conscious and digitally advanced set of shared practices. Yet the modes, strategies and possibilities of the digital and the environmental efforts will surely remain varied and diverse.

---
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2 The poster provided a link to the website Starship Delivery Robot FAQ, n.d., www.uh.edu/dining/delivery-robots (accessed 29 December, 2019).

3 Starship Technologies is the very first autonomous vehicle company to have passed the 100,000 deliveries milestone. Darrell Etherington, “Starship Technologies Raises $40M, Crosses 100K Deliveries and Plans to Expand to 100 New Universities,” TC, August 20, 2019, http://techcrunch.com/2019/08/20/starship-technologies-raises-40m-crosses-100k-deliveries-and-plans-to-expand-to-100-new-universities/ (accessed 29 December, 2019).


7 This article is not concerned with questions about the end or continuation of the post-Soviet or postsocialist condition. Here, “post-Soviet“ is not used as a critical concept, but as a label that is often applied to the former Soviet Republics both by themselves and by outsiders – a label that is certainly still very much in use.


13 Neringa Klumbyte has suggested that 2014 witnessed a new “Baltic frontier era” in Lithuania, defined by preparations against a rising Russian threat. In Klumbyte’s account, the war frontier – that is, anticipation of an eventual war with Russia – constitutes “a defining part” of government policies, public space, and everyday life in Lithuania. Neringa Klumbyte, “Sovereign Uncertainty and the Dangers to Liberalism at the Baltic Frontier,” Slavic Review 78, no. 2 (2019): 337. While the focus of my article has been with questions of national self-perception, and not on state policies, it may nonetheless be relevant to observe that rhetoric of a “Baltic frontier” has not become an era-defining discourse in Estonia.

14 “Ecodigital nationhood“ is not a commonly used phrase in Estonia. I articulated this concept first in Spring 2018 and presented my ideas in April 2018 for a large Estonian audience at the annual conference of the Centre of Excellence in Estonian Studies. Since then, the term has become associated with the Biodiversity Party (Elurikkuse Eerakond), founded in September 2018. Anzori Barkalaja, a folklorist from the University of Tartu, articulated the

An important thread of the eco-narrative describes Estonians as a laulurahvas – a song-people. Some might develop this as a distinct narrative, but, in the context of the 2010s, I see this “song” thread as interwoven with the maarahvas-narrative – the song conceived in popular encomia as proceeding from the supposed bond between a people and their land.


Estonia.ee, n.d., https://estonia.ee/ (accessed 15 January, 2020). While the estonia.ee webpage certainly presents a classic case of nation-branding, this article is not primarily interested in state techniques of branding and marketing a nation. Nation-branding may very well impact the development of national imaginaries, yet many additional, diverse factors – fiction, film, media, cultural history, economic trends, geopolitics – are also at play.

One common myth disseminated in English-language sources is that Estonian first-graders learn coding. In an article about E-stonia on the IMF website, for example, one reads: “Children learn how to write code from the age of seven.” “E-Stonia Takes Off,” Finance and Development 55, no. 1 (2018), https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2018/03/trenches.htm (accessed 15 January, 2020). While a 7-year old coder would be an exception rather than a rule even in Estonia, 7-year olds (and their parents) do check their grades and homework with an app from the nationwide ekool.eu platform; the same platform provides easy school-home communication. Ekool was developed in 2002; by 2010 it was used in 77% of Estonian schools. E-kool, n.d., https://ekool.company/et/ekooli-ajalool (accessed 15 October, 2019). From the ecological side, Estonian preschoolers and elementary students do indeed spend more time studying local plants than would be typical for students in North American schools.

The eco-digital identity cluster is perhaps primarily characteristic of Estonian-speaking Estonia; parts of the Russophone population will situate their identity partly in relation to Russia – one would expect their canon of identity-narratives to thus include additional elements.


Dorota Kołodziejczyk, “Policing the Refugee Crisis in Poland. The Politics of Fear vs. the New Cosmopolitics” (paper presented at the ASEEES-MAG Summer Convention, Lviv, Ukraine, June 26-28, 2016).


It is useful to distinguish between Orientalism and colonialism. Here is one way to make this distinction: “an orientalist perspective assesses the other culture as essentially less worthy and, through the operation of a simplified cultural binarism, fortifies one’s own sense of cultural superiority both in general and in selected particulars of one’s newly contextualized identity [...]. Colonialism includes orientalist attitudes, yet it also necessarily relies on an established power structure, which enables it to subordinate the other culture not only in imaginary terms, but also through actual political and managerial strategies.” Author, 186.
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61 A lengthy review by the prominent Estonian critical thinker Hasso Krull, for example, argues that those who take Mikita for a garden-variety nationalist romantic misread him, implying that there’s „more” to Mikita. Hasso Krull, “Lugu mehest, kes kukkus oma sokiauku,” Vikerkaar, no. 10 (2013): 162.
62 Valdur Mikita often refers not to Estonian or to Finno-Ugrics, but to the Baltic Finnic subgroup of Finno-Ugrians as his point of reference – Finns, Karelians, Vepsians and a few other ethnic groups living are included in the same set. The more than 50 % forestation area in Europe includes also non-Finno-Ugrian Sweden and Latvia – Mikita
occasionally stretches his „chosen people“ to include this larger set. The idea of Finno-Ugric particularism is not Mikita’s intervention; it became an important cultural trend during the late Soviet years and then lost its cultural significance in the 1990s.
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70 European Commission, “Country Report Estonia 2018,” 20,21. Some efforts were made to improve this situation with the tax reform of 2018, yet the impact of these reforms falls far short of what would be necessary. Ibid. See also Aet Annist research about the processes of individualization and the collapse of the village society in the post-Soviet years: Aet Annist, Otides kogukonda sotsialismijärgses keskuskülas. Arenguantropoloogiline uurimus (Tallinn: Tallinn University Press, 2011).
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78 It is fair to say there were more significant changes in 2020, but these remain beyond the scope of the present article.
79 Take, for example, the interview with Clyde Kull, the Estonian representative in the EU, who, in October 2019, again confirmed that the election of EKRE has not changed Estonia’s status as an authority in the domain of digital societies. Epp Ehand, “Clyde Kull: EL kuulab Eestit kõiges, mis puudutab uut tehnoloogiat.” Err.ee, July 27, 2019 https://www.err.ee/965168/clyde-kull-el-kuulab-estit-koiges-mis-puudutab-uut-tehnoloogiat (accessed 18 January, 2020).
Similar rhetoric is found in The Financial Times article of Dec 16, 2019: „Estonia, which has 1.3m people and became a well-respected member of the EU and Nato after regaining its independence following the collapse of the Soviet Union, is well known for its use of digital services for citizens and increasingly its world-class education system. But the liberal elite in the Baltic country has been shocked by EKRE joining the government and their nationalist discourse.” [source]
